New Ec. Course Announced by Pres. Blunt

Field Work at Fox's To Be Included in Retailing Classes

President Blunt announced a new educational gift to the college in her chapel talk Tuesday, March seventh. It is from Mrs. Chung, head of Fox's department store in Hartford, who is concerned because there are so many young women today who do not have a definite aim in education. The gift is first for a preliminary period which began last January, and then for each of two years. It is for students looking toward possible department store work, who are majoring in economics.

Two new courses, to be given by Mrs. Chase Going Woodhouse, will be added to the regular six point courses and will include in addition to the three hours a week of class work, field work to be done at Fox's during summer, Christmas, and spring vacations. This will make a total of six weeks per year for each of two years.

The juniors will be accepted next year for this economics major with preparation leading to retailing and allied fields, and another ten the following year. The field work will be under the direction of Mrs. Woodhouse and Fox's educational director.

President Blunt pointed out that "while this is a new field for the college, it is in harmony with the idea that has always been stressed here: Emphasis on the liberal arts combined with professional training if the student wants it." Part of the enthusiasm when Connecticut was founded was due to this combination, according to two of the trustees who were members of the first graduating class of the college, and it is interesting to notice the emphasis the early catalogs place on this point, President Blunt said.

As she has often reiterated, "students with a definite aim in college work have a psychological advantage, although their purpose may not be to fit themselves for a job after they leave college."

The new college catalog will contain a description of this new course of study which President Blunt announced and it will also contain several revised courses.

Notice

Ninki Hart, Janie Guilford and Bain Benham ask a great pleasure in announcing the publication for the first time in the history of the college of a book of college cartoons entitled "Because It's Fun". Hilarious highlights of campus life.

50c

Judges Appointed By Wig and Candle For Coming Plays

In the last meeting of Wig and Candle held February 28, the club unanimously voted to take advantage of a clause in its constitution which never has been evoked. The constitution of the club gives it the power to appoint a committee of its members to judge the acceptability of plays submitted by the classes for use in the "Competitive Plays." Accordingly, President Jane De Oloff who appointed a committee consisting of one senior, one junior, and one sophomore to review the plays. The club decided that since no set of rules would not cover every situation the only instructions that would be given the committee would be to use "their common sense and discretion." It might be pointed out that the purpose of evoking this law on the part of the club is not just to attempt to assert its authority but to attempt to raise the standards of the competition.

Other business of the club was the decision to change forty cents admission to "Moore Born" for people outside the college community. The proposal to present the two best competitive plays for Father's Day instead of the usual Spring Play was rejected. The Spring Play has not been chosen as yet. Contrary to custom the Commencement Play will not be a Shakespearean play but will be "The Fall of the City" by Archibald Macleish, which is a very dramatic interpretation of the fall of civilization. The play is under the co-direction of Mrs. Ray, and Miss Hartshorn. It will be given on two stage levels. In the foreground, on the lower level, the modern dance group will pantomine the emotions of the character. The cast will be quite large consisting of the modern dance group and the speaking parts besides the characters.

After disposing of their business the members of the club listened to recordings of the Third Act of "Richard II," Julius Caesar.

Dr. L. Cons to Lecture On Education in 1500

Dr. Louis Cons, professor of French Literature at Harvard University, will give a lecture "Education During the Renaissance" on Monday, March 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Knowlton Salon.

Eight or nine years ago, Dr. Cons spoke here about "Renaissance," a 15th century play. He spent several years writing a book which presented his conclusions as to its authorship.

Dr. is perhaps the most able person in the country to speak about 16th century education. In his lecture, he will present this with the education of the present day. Dr. Cons is a vivacious speaker, and should prove highly entertaining to his audience.

Notice for News Staff

The entire News Staff, retiring and incoming, will meet tonight in the Community Room at 7:30. Several awards will be made, the incoming staff will be introduced. Refreshments! All members of editorial and business staffs are invited to attend.

(Continued on Page 2)

NEW EDITORS

P. Sheriffs, E. Van Rees, Editors

K. Potter, M. Stoecker, Helen Burnham Replace Business Staff

Anahid Berberian '40 has been named Managing-Chief of the Connecticut College News for the coming year by Mary-Elaine DeWolfe '39, retiring editor. Anahid has served on the News for 3 years, on the advertising staff and as President's Reporter. Her experience in both the business and editorial fields of the paper are proof of her excellent qualifications for the responsible office she will assume. In addition to her work on the News, Anahid has been a member of the college choir for 3 years.

Phyllis S. '41 will replace Louise Newman '39 as News Editor. Phyllis has been a member of the News staff for 2 years, and also been a member of the choir and of the Science Club.

Edythe Van Rees '41 will take over the position of the Managing Editor, held by this year by Martha Daunrich '39, who will serve as Feature Editor this year.

Polly Brown '40 and Carol Chappell '41 will succeed Mary Elizabeth Baldwin '39 as Literary Editors. Thet Datcher '41 will assume the duties of President's Reporter recently held by Anahid Berberian '40. Barbara Evans '40 will replace Jane Guilford '39 as Art Editor, and Shirley Dichter '40 will continue as Exchange Editor.

The Business and Circulation staff appointments are Katherine Potter '40, who will serve as Business Manager, in place of Miss B. Kelsey '40. Margaret Steoeker '40 will assume the duties of Advertising Manager recently held by Anne Henry '41, and Helen Burnham '40, who will succeed Edith Frey '39 as Circulation Manager.

The complete list of Editorial and Business Staff heads for the coming year is as follows:

Chairman of the News-—Anahid Berberian '40, Editor-in-Chief—Phyllis Sheriffs '41, Managing Editor—Edythe Van Rees '41,

Literary Editors—Polly Brown '40, Carol Chappell '41,

Art Editor—Barbara Evans '40,

Exchange Editor—Shirley Dichter '40.

(Continued to Page 5)

Notice

The Student Industrial Group will meet Tuesday, March 14, at 7:30 in the Community Room to discuss the hospitalization plan in a session which will be connected with this plan and its promotion will be guest at the discussion.

ANAHID BERBERIAN

PHYLLIS SHERIFFS

MARY-ELAINE DEWOLFE

LOUISE NEWMAN

Mr. Vaughn Speaks On Catholicism

Connecticut College had its first Vesper Sunday, March 5, Mr. James V. Vaughn, who spoke in Knowlton House on the Doctrines of Catholicism. The main topic of his lecture was how the idea of God, the very work and existence of God, and the debitted condition of man's will mean sin. His belief in Christ, who is God, and the good work done by him, crucifixion and the resurrection are a part of the meaning of Catholicism to him.

The constituents of the fundaments of Christianity are the Articles of Faith, which enter into the complex of beliefs which make up the Catholic dogmas. Saint Augustine formed a philosophy of the vocation of man. He said that there are in the world two cities: a city of God and one of the earth. Those who believe in the...
Best of Luck!

It is with this issue of News that the retiring staff members give over their duties to a new group. Under the leadership of Anahid Berberian as editor-in-chief, this new group will step into our places to carry on the fine tradition which has been established. We feel certain that they have it in them to give you what you ask of your college paper. Any improvement, any standard maintained or raised, is entirely up to our successors. We feel confident that they will have in their hands the privilege of presenting student opinion, or receiving and putting into print the leadership of Anahid Berberian as editor-in-chief, this

Mr. Chase Presents Argument Against War in New book

"How the United States differs from Europe and why we Americans do not need to go to war" is presented in clear cut outline by Stuart Chase in his book, The New Western Front. Mr. Chase has been known over a decade as an expert in economics and government and knows his subject well. This book, of vital interest and importance, will do much to help the United States to understand the complex and inter-dependent world in which we live. It is with pleasure that we announce the publication of this book.

THINGS AND STUFF

Most interesting is the announcement that Helen Hayes will appear in her new play, the comedy-drama Ladies and Gentlemen, on Broadway on May 15 in California with Herbert Marshall, who has not been on Broadway since 1932.

We understand that Pearl S. Buck's The Patriot is her best book since The Good Earth. Internally, we are delighted that Mrs. Buck has "gone back to China," for we considered This Proud Heart extremely lukewarm.

Close Quarters" which opened March 14 at the Criterion, is a compact masterpiece. Elena Miramova and Leo Chalzel is the first two-actor play seen on Broadway in years. This play has been given for the first time in ten years. The play has been revived for the first time in ten years. The play has been revived for the first time in ten years. The play has been revived for the first time in ten years.

Sad but inevitable, this is the last weekly of the season—perhaps the most notable in that Boris Godunov had its final performance for the first time in ten years.

Judson Anderson, who has not acted in New York since and John Gugg appeared together in Hamlet with Julius Caesar. To be honest, it is something of a strain to imagine our characters to be in this highly religious epic.

Koussevitzky will introduce two American works to New York: on Thursday night, John Alden Carpenter's violin concerto; on Saturday after- noon, Roy Harris's third symphony. It is always a source of satisfaction to find such a great artist supporting new works. Too often they prefer the safe and tried methods.

Hollywood has been delving into

Free Speech

(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this column. In order to assure the validity of this column as an organ for the expression of honest opinion, the editor must know the names of contributors.)

Dear Editor:

I am glad to have the pleasure that we announce the publication of a book of college cartoons. Usually, it is customary at such a time to state some purpose—serious or otherwise. Our aim appears to be "otherwise." Pure entertainment to our minds, at least, is the pure end for a purpose. But if any thoughtful soul desires further justification, may we say that we are grateful for these college comics which have been shown the end that most troubled a weapon—a sense of humor. It is curious that many of our cartoons are based on situations which seemed impossibly miserable when we actually experienced them. But the blending influence of time and humor have completely transformed our attitudes. We admit we have slightly colored and exaggerated many of the highlights of our collegiate existence. Such is humor's method.

Anyhow, still apply to object eliciting, Our cartoon book included on our readers should produce some choice chuckles. We hope so.

Ninki Hart '39

Dear Editor:

There was a remarkable turnout of spectators for the first basketball games last Wednesday night. The freshmen took over one side of the gym, the balcony, and a part of the stage. The Sophomores were well represented. The Juniors were very much in evidence.

A Senior.

Calendar

Wednesday, March 8
7:30 Basketball — Gym
7:30 News Party — Commuter's Room
Thursday, March 9
7:15 Announcing Committee — F. 111
7:30 Students' Recital — Knowlton
Friday, March 10
7:30 Basketball — Gym
7:30 Faculty Discussion — Miss Blunt's
Saturday, March 11
7:30 Basketball — Gym
6:00 Junior Banquet — "Noon
Sunday, March 12
1:30 Basketball — Gym
Monday, March 13
4:00 French Club Lecture — Louis Cour
Tuesday, March 14
4:00 Student-Faculty Convocation
5:00 House of Representatives Meeting
8:00 Student Industriousness — Commuter's Room

Editorial

(Continued from Column 4)

is that matching pair of anklets? Bertha I sent them home to be washed. Oh well, they'll do. Oh ye gods—my bibliography is due tomorrow! Why don't somebody tell me these things? Where are those darn cards?

Abbey, James, Light— upcoming. I've been out of print for a week now. That would be a major tragedy. Harcourt, Brace & Co. -- gotta remember to put my toothbrush in tomorrow. Hey! Who's got a paid job? I should do something to my hair. Do you know I was called "Dark" in 1925. Shall I wear dress or sport hat? No—Charles anyway! I can't wear pink with black. What have I for- gotten? I think I'm going to the opera. Good luck. Mes- sull, Albert Henry—Color—What have I done with my glasses? Well, I'm sure I won't need one. He can carry my junk in his pocket. I hope it's not really true by tomorrow. Ho hum— M. Davidson, elk. Oh nuts! Oh Illy gosh the editorial! I hope those clothes are dry by tomorrow. Ho hum—s-. He can carry my junk in his pocket. I hope it's not really true by tomorrow. Ho hum—s-.
Behind the Ballots
By James Farley

Twelve representatives from Connecticut attended the fifteenth annual Student Press Conference at East Northfield, Massachusetts, last weekend, March third, fourth and fifth. The theme of the Conference was "the press and the people." Some of these were Dr. Richard Rob-

er, Moderator of the United Church Press of Canada, and a former book of importance among religious think-

ers of the day: Dr. James Adams, who has been making church movements in Germany and has recently returned from a trip through the streets of Rome at night, mod-

estly returned from China and from the conference of the United Church at Madras, India. These men with sev-

eral others of experience and train-

ing, combined with the gift of ex-

pression that thrilled the con-

ference, is well, a sincerity and a humanness of approach which enabled them to be most inspiring to the more than two hundred and fifty young people who attended.

The conference was one character-

ized by great balance and well-rounded balance. Friday evening, Dr. Robert Crow, an address in which he explained and set forth the fundamental facts and issues of the controversy, said that "Christianity, Why Christian? Because in the Chris-


tian insight is to be found the true relationship to life." Following this most interesting talk, many persons asked questions of Dr. Roberts and discussed the matters involved in small groups. Late in the evening there was dancing and social dancing. After- (Continued on Page 7)

Deputation Visits Cornwall Church
February 25 and 26, Jane Worely and Margo Whittaker of Connecticut College and John Berkovitch and Sherwood Reissner of Yale went to Cornwall, Connecticut on a deputa-

tion. Mr. Simmons, pastor of the Congregational Church, met and took them to afternoon service and an old church service early evening. During the game, the delegation heard some singing and games. Sunday morning, the group lead-


ing discussions in Sunday School class, took over the church service. The group gave a short sermon. John Worely played on the children's organ, and Margo Whittaker gave a talk on "To Faith Through All Faiths." It seemed as though the deputation had a good time, and each hoped that she had contributed in some way toward getting the younger people interested in church services, thus this is the primary aim of the deputation.

Betsy Ketty Panel Leader
At Mathematics Club

Betsy Ketty '40 was the discussion leader at the Tuesday night meeting of the Mathematics Club in Windham living room on Wednesday evening, March third. The theme of the meeting was "The Teaching of Mathematics." Speakers of the evening included the James Green and Frank Whitaker of Nort-


een, of Nothern Illinois University, Chapman's President, and Terry Free Ama, of the University of Chicago. The experts try to convey the feeling and the fact that "closed shows" can't be entirely contained. The Pope has rightly been termed the most influential form of propa-


ganda, because he has what has been called the "propaganda touch." The Pope, as he said, has the ability to influence the mind through the medium of symbols. The Pope has a great ability to influence the mind through the medium of symbols. One famous example was his speech to the United Nations in 1950. This speech was widely publicized and it had a significant impact on the international community.

The Pope has a great ability to influence the mind through the medium of symbols. One famous example was his speech to the United Nations in 1950. This speech was widely publicized and it had a significant impact on the international community. The Pope's influence is not limited to the Catholic Church; he is also influential in the broader cultural sphere. He is often described as the "voice of the Pope" and his words are widely respected and influential.

The Pope's influence is not limited to the Catholic Church; he is also influential in the broader cultural sphere. He is often described as the "voice of the Pope" and his words are widely respected and influential. This influence is evident in his ability to shape public opinion and to influence political decisions. For example, Pope Francis' encyclical "Laudato Si" on the environment was widely discussed and it had a significant impact on the political agenda.

The Pope's influence is not limited to the Catholic Church; he is also influential in the broader cultural sphere. He is often described as the "voice of the Pope" and his words are widely respected and influential. This influence is evident in his ability to shape public opinion and to influence political decisions. For example, Pope Francis' encyclical "Laudato Si" on the environment was widely discussed and it had a significant impact on the political agenda.
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The Pope's influence is not limited to the Catholic Church; he is also influential in the broader cultural sphere. He is often described as the "voice of the Pope" and his words are widely respected and influential. This influence is evident in his ability to shape public opinion and to influence political decisions. For example, Pope Francis' encyclical "Laudato Si" on the environment was widely discussed and it had a significant impact on the political agenda.
Juniors and Sophs
Basketball Victors

The first of three interclass basketball games was played on Wednesday, March 7, at 7:30 P.M. The Sophomores, who were led by Senior Raymond G. MacLeish with money given to the club by the alumnae.

By Wig and Candle

In the Junior-Freshman game, the Juniors maintained a lead throughout. The score was 11-10 at the end of the first half, and had increased to 27-13 by the end of the game.

Free Speech

You might find sloppy people who are recommended for young people, especially be neat because his thoughts are and are famous who are.

Free Speech

Everyone that could.

Dean's List for First Semester

The Dean's List, published twice a year, includes the students for each semester. It has a standard standing, approximately 125 per cent of the entire group. Since Physical Education and Art are not counted in the total, and since in that subject the only differentiation of record is "passed" or "not passed," the record is prepared. The first name in each class list indicates first rank. If a second name at the beginning of a list is not in alphabetical order, it indicates that there are two students tying for first place. The leaders in the three upper classes (one senior, two juniors, and one sophomore) have this time each a standing of 4.00, or an A average.

Seniors

Marjorie D. Abrahams, Brooklyn, New York.
Marthe M. LeBarre, St. Nazaire, France.
Betty Bishard, Des Moines, Iowa.
Chardina M. Burr, Hartford, Conn.
Eunice M. Carmichael, Hamden, Conn.
Dorothy A. Clements, New Haven, Conn.
José de Ossorio, Cleveland, Ohio.
Helene F. Frey, New Haven, Conn.
Jean Friedlander, Brooklyn, New York.
Helena R. Gardner, Columbus, Ohio.
Thelma M. Gilles, Groton, Conn.
Adale E. Hale, Shaker Heights, Ohio.
Marj. Hall, Middletown, Conn.
Marl. L. Harrison, New Haven, Ohio.
Helen J. Jorak, Hartford, Conn.
Mary B. Kelsey, Waterbury, Conn.
Madeline C. King, Washington Heights, Ohio.
Siegfried L. Lingard, Atletico, Mass.
Elizabeth M. Lyon, Holyoke, Mass.
Marjorie M. McNamara, Norwich, Conn.
Harrriet C. Mendel, New Haven, Conn.
Marjorie E. Mortimer, Central Village, Conn.
Virginia R. Mullen, New Rochelle, New York.
Carol A. Prince, Montclair, New Jersey.
Virginia Taber, Lakeville, Conn.
The Wiegand, Clifton, New Jersey.
Mary G. Winton, Wilton, Conn.
12 Seniors, 16 from Connecticut.

Juniors

Shirley P. Bindloss, Mystic, Conn.
E. Margarette Whitaker, Hartford, Conn.
Patricia E. Alvord, Windsor, Conn.
Miriam F. Brooks, Windsor, Conn.
Szel. S. Burnham, Bayside, New York.
Susan M. Carson, Youngstown, Ohio.
Lovel A. Fhood, North Stonington, Conn.
Elizabeth M. Kent, Waterford, Conn.
Evelyn E. Lohow, New London, Conn.
Olivia E. McIwain, Bloomfield, Conn.
Leila Pollock, Norwich, Conn.
Dorothy E. Rowand, New London, Conn.
Mary B. Scott, New Rochelle, New York.
Beryl Spreose, Kansas City, Mo.
Charlotte M. Stewart, New Haven, Conn.
Elizabeth E. Testwuide, Stephens, Conn.
Marjorie Van D. Willgoose, West Hartford, Conn.
10 Juniors, 11 from Connecticut.

Sophomores

Lois J. Atchuck, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Norma B. Bernard, West Hartford, Conn.
Elma G. Bidwell, Bloomfield, Conn.
Emmanuel M. Bomer, Waterbury, Conn.
Elizabeth B. Brick, Crosswick, N.J.
Virginia D. Chope, Detroit, Mich.
Smith L. Doyle, Maplewood, N.J.
Estelle M. Fassino, Norwich, Conn.
Eleanor F. Fuller, Glenbora, Conn.
Doris E. Goldstein, Cedarhurst, New York.
Marjorie M. Grice, Shaker Heights, Ohio.
Mary N. Hall, New Haven, Conn.
Jeanette E. Holz, New London, Conn.
Lucille A. Horan, Hartford, Conn.
Leila Kaplan, New London, Conn.
Rosanna C. Kaplo, New London, Conn.
Sally A. Kiskadden, Detroit, Mich.
Elmera Y. Lyon, New London, Conn.
Elizabeth W. McCollup, Essex, Conn.
Litina V. Paziva, Lakeville, Conn.
Evelyn R. Salomon, Lakeville, Conn.
Carolyn A. Seiley, Durham, N. C.
Phyllis Sheriffs, Winsted, Ill.
26 Sophomores, 14 from Connecticut.

Freshmen

Frances L. Norris, Waterford, Conn.
Maja C. Anderson, Hartford, Conn.
Shirley Austin, Norwich, Vermont.
Barbara Beach, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mary L. Blackman, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Doris M. Bois, Seymour, Conn.
Lois E. Brenner, Richmond, N. J.
Louisa B. Bridge, Troy, Ohio.

Compliments of:
BURR-MITCHELL CO.
CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street
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Dear Manny

I am all worn out. Life is so cruel to me. I’m sure you wouldn’t know your poor little girl, I have suddenly acquired that drawn-mouth, raised-eyebrow look. Can you suggest any thing that would perk me up? I saw the cutest little dress advertised in the Sunday papers. I’m so-o-o weary perhaps that would cheer me up. Of course, the advertisement in case you lose the letter.

Mama did you know sent you two pairs of socks with holes in them? How do you expect me to be well dressed? Can’t you take your sewing to the bridge club?

Your loving daughter.

Dear Steve,

I’m in class trying to think up ways and means with which to thank you for a very wonderful week-end. It was grand to see you again and to meet all your friends. Your new fraternity house is smooth quite the best I’ve ever seen. Only why did you combine wine chairs with apple green walls? It seemed rather odd, but I guess you know room design is modern interior decoration than I do.

Professor Fagie is just glaring at me. I wonder if he has the nerve to think I’m writing a letter. Perhaps I had better answer a few questions—well, I did, but I just didn’t understand—went to a French movie one night, it was so exciting, I could almost guess what they were talking about. The bell is about to ring so I shall struggle into my coat five minutes early. Off to the mall. Bye now.

Connie

Dear Uncle Egbert

You dear sweet thing to make such a generous contribution to my welfare. Now I can go to Bermuda, Yes, I’ve been working hard! Not I haven’t been away one week-end. I have been playing baseball in my spare time. Ma’s and Mrs. Barnard’s courses took place this week—our class won.

Perhaps I shall take riding in the spring if I save up enough money. Please forgive me if I run off to a movie once in a while, I’m such a boy girl, but I wouldn’t be happy with out responsibilities.

Affectionately,

Connie

Dear Father

Don’t get worried, this isn’t a bill. I mean to beginning how you feel. I am a number one sleuth. It’s business picking up in that case, could you send me some moose. Your last check was spent on books, lectures, concerts, telegramsm trainsaires, and a sport jacket.

Aren’t you pleased of me? I managed a B in French. Not much time for letter writing—will spend the rest of the evening reading a good book. Don’t forget the money.

Your dear daughter,

Connie

Dear Neal

Can you come down to a dance next week-end? Will make arrangements later—pressing engagement—telegraph me.

Connie

New Course Announced by President Blunt

(Continued from Page 5)

eral other changes. The name of the department of Social Sciences has been changed to the more adequate department of Economics and Sociology, under which certain of Miss Hyls Snyd- er’s and Miss Rita Barnard’s courses will also be listed. The former was rather inaccurate because the department of History and Government are not part of the Social Science department, President Blunt pointed out. Previous Protective Art will now also be a statement of majors in the new cata- log, which will be published in a few weeks.

The University of New Hampshire is a new course in hotel administration.

The SAVINGS BANK OF NEW LONDON

A Mutual Savings Bank

63 MAIN STREET

REV. BARTON FINAL INTERFAITH SPEAKER

The last speaker in the Interfaith month services will be the Rev. Mal- rove K. Burton, senior pastor of the New- Congressional Church of this city. Rev. Burton is the son of Dr. Charles E. Burton, secretary emeritus of the General Council of Congregational and Christian churches. A na- tive of Minnesota, Minn., Mr. Bur- ton attended Phillips Academy, And- over, Mass., and Carlton College. Minn., from which institu- tion he was graduated in 1927. While he was there, he active in debating and on the basketball team. He was representing Carlton on debating circuits for two years, and travelling from coast to coast in this capacity. During his senior year at Carlton, Mr. Burton was president of the Men’s Student Government.

From Carlton, Mr. Burton went to the Chicago theological seminary, serving as student pastor at the same time. He became pastor of the Emmanuel Congregational church in Massena, N. Y. There he has served for a number of years in church in Chicago. After graduating from the seminary, he became pastor of the Emmanuel Congregational church in Massena, N. Y. While there he served five years in Chaplain of the St. Law- ence Shrapnel fauvist by several rhinestone clips. Just to make the characterization complete, she called herself Maudie, and became “every- body’s best friend.” (The guest’s re- actions are unknown, but we hear she departed somewhat earlier than was ex- pected.)

We wouldn’t think of mentioning any names, but what two defenseless Bradford girls are being brutally blackmailed by one fellow member? The villain demands a $5 dinner or else she will go to the Chicago theological seminary, where she was president of the Men’s Student Government.

Amer. Roosevelt is now the best example of what faculty member? continue) are very much afraid of fall- ing ill and are waiting to depart. The others are unknown, but they are accused of the greatest crimes. Mr. Burton is the son of Dr. Burton, who, in our opinion, has done an ex- cellent job with a truly professional staff.

And with our best wishes for the incoming board, we reach for the ap- proaching spring and hope we’ll live.

MILLINERY

of Distinction

Phoenix House

ENNIS SHOP

230 State St.

The College Inn

ENNIS SHOP

230 State St.

The College Inn • ENNIS SHOP

NATURAL solo LACE CAPS

20th Avenue at

The College Inn

INN - HABITS

H ot breads, deliciously fresh at both lunch and dinner, daily.

T he sophisticated reliish plate, every night.

T he Friday night down- stairs supper special.

T he Friday night steak de-luxe.

I ce cream—always available.

Tel. 23-4377

Miss Alice Armstrong, Prop.

Permanently Waves Straight to $7.50

Finger Waves .50

French Twist .50

Arabian .50

Maurice .50

Shampoo .50

Shampoo (hot) .50

Specializing in Machineless Permanents — $3.50

18 Meridian St.

Phone 9071
This Collegiate World

When it comes to describing the college man of 1939, so many and varied are the paragraph portraits that he is at once a master-mind and a dolt, a playboy and a great student. None has so brilliantly painted the picture, says the Collegiate World, as Kent State University's dean R. E. Mauchter, who sets the marks-the campus on his pedestal in the following manner:

"The college man is a living paradox. Most people cannot understand him and those who do come to their conclusion by indirect proof. He talks of the future but worships the past. He is liberal in his conversations but conservative in his action. He is radical in his opinions on politics but elects stand-pat to the class offices. He demands freedom of thinking but defends with all his strength the traditions of his institutions. He takes wild stands on religious theories yet attends services against rules but sets up more

On Gaining Perspective

It is a curious paradox that the thing most necessary to successful living is the most difficult of attainment in college. We mean perspective, the ability of placing things in their proper relationships...

The university is no longer a cloistered institution, but it is separated by a great gulf from reality. And many a student flounders in this gulf, though unaware of its existence.

It is easy to confuse the petty problems of collegiate life with reality.

Thus we find the ordinary student beating his head against imaginary walls. Little bourgeois whims after graduation will become little bourgeois wives, rush madly about pretending to social importance. Every student grumbles for his grades without ever trying to relate their studies to the future...

This is a plea for perspective. Social failure and success in collegiate society have nothing to do with reality unless one can give them their proper importance. The highest grades in scholastic studies are worthless unless they are properly integrated into the business of living.

Let us not imagine that Saturday's football game, for instance, or attendance at the Soph's Swing, is more important to us as individuals than the reality of the Czechoslovakian situation. The former may ruin the life of a neurotic, but the latter will affect us all. Without the proper perspective the wisest of men is the veriest fool. University of Cincinnati Record. * * *

Demands on intelligence grow as the educational level of the total citizenry is raised, as problems increase in complexity and number. There is and always will be a place for the college-trained man, entirely aside from vocational or professional preparations.

When Washington College granted its first degrees in 1783, the total college enrollment in the thirteen colonies, with a population of approximately three million, was less than six hundred. On the same proportion as our present population, there would be more than twenty-five thousand college graduates this year. Their numbers will continue to increase at an annual rate of about three percent, reaching almost four hundred thousand in 1945.

We are just now in the early years of the mass movement in higher education. The American freshmen of 1918 outnumber all the college undergraduates of twenty years ago, and outnumber, also, the ratio in any other country in the world. There are fifteen times as many college students per one thousand of population in America as in England...

If your education were from books alone, the task of the teacher would be less difficult. It is not. The playing field, the common-room, the student club room—all are classrooms—and every time you compose or acquaintances as much a volume for your personal as are those on the shelves of the library. Conversely, you are a volume which is constantly being read by all who come into contact with you. So individual here is both teacher and learner, and Human Relations is the course which takes more hours of time than any other.
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Northfield Group Attends Conference

(Continued from Page 3)

er worship service and breakfast on Saturday morning there was a Student panel, chaired by Dr. Adams, in which the students spoke about their own experience with Christianity and endeavored to explain why they were Christian. Their talks centered around the idea that in their varying experience in the "quest for the way of life, the Christian religion is found to be significant and indispensable." Discussion groups met separately after the panel to talk together on individual problems for an hour. Then came luncheons for which everyone was more than ready. After lunch outdoor sports of all sorts were organized, and friendly rivalry between Amherst delegates and those from Wesleyan etc. enlivened games of soft ball until after four that afternoon. At tea that afternoon, Dr. Van Deusen told of the work of Chinese Christian students which continues in spite of the war as does the friendly feeling between Chinese Christian students and those in Japan. That evening there was a panel discussion on World Christian Community led by Dr. Van Deusen. Another phase of the conference there was answered at this time as follows: "Why Christian? Because among Christians in all parts of the world there grows the embryo of the new world which shall emerge from the disintegration of our decadent society."

Sunday morning at ten there was the Student Christian Movement Hour in which the history of this organized movement was explained to us as were its plans for the future. Last of all that morning, and a fitting climax to the inspiring and helpful meetings of the week ended occurred Dr. Roberts' sermon at morning worship:

ship. At this time he endeavored to answer the question of the conference with the central idea that in the Christian faith we find what it is that is worthy of our devotion and around which we can organize our life.

The delegates from C.C. feel that they have learned much concerning the meaning of faith and prayer, of Christian unity and purpose. They are grateful for a increased optimism and sense of strength. There will be a chapel soon at which some of the delegates will speak more fully about the conference.

Those from C.C. were Mary Susan Slingerland '39, Molly MacLennan '39, Margarette Whitaker '40, Margaret Burnham '40, Sue Shaw '41, Peggy Lafone '41, Mary Lou Sharples '41, Marriana Lemon '42, Charlotte Stice '42, Helen Loderer '42, and Dorothy Barlow '42.

Compliments of WILLIAM RESTAURANT
24 BANK STREET

THINGS and STUFF

(Continued from Page 2)

America's past and the result seem to be indications of a rear of historical pictures. We are not expecting sentiment, rather we are fearing glorified Westerns. At any rate may the kind graces spare us another attempt to tack on "Motion Picture's Greatest Year."

An event of the greatest importance is the permanent removal of the dramatic school of Mme. Chekov from London to Connecticut. More dramatic is the great teacher's anouncement that Europe is doomed as a future home of art, for it cannot exist under constant threat of devastation.

PETERSON'S

We Serve a 50c SUPPER every evening. Also sandwiches and other light dishes during the dinner hour.

PETERSON'S

4-6 MONTAUK AVE.
Phone S317

One-Day Service for Connecticut College Students

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

24 BANK STREET

PETERSON'S

Confectioners - Caterers

We Serve a 50c SUPPER every evening. Also sandwiches and other light dishes during the dinner hour.
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The Macbeth birds chirp their Peep! Peep! Peep! -The Alabamian.

Girls know that coffee isn't the only thing that is extra-fresh when it is dated.

The difference between an asylum and a university: You have to impress to get out of an asylum.
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part to part to leave. My girl left me with a good-bye. Ergo, my girl was no bargain.-Mississippi Col-

legian.
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Priscilla Duxbury '41
Gives Chapel Speech
(Continued from Page 2)
the individual regardless of their
difference in creed!
The Pope sought to make the in-
dividual more secure by the writing
of many of his encyclicals which num-
bered 30 in all . . . more than any
other Pope had written. Espe-
cially noteworthy was his "Quadrage-
sima Anno" in which he upheld the
rights of labor and condemned equally
the extremes of Capitalism and Com-
munism. But . . . this ecyclical was
also constructive, for he outlined an
ideal Catholic program designed to
remedy existing evils and which has
been considered so radical that the
Church has not attempted to trans-
late it into action. He broadcast pleas
for world peace . . . often when he
was physically unable, realizing
the greater power of his voice over his
pen. In 1934, when war seemed im-
ninent, he broadcast an appeal for
peace on earth to men of good will
and warired statesmen that they
should temper their political policies
and warired statesmen that they
should temper their political policies
should temper their political policies
and warired statesmen that they
should temper their political policies

Lord, scatter
the

... working very often against se-
rious physical deformities. The strug-
gle between the Catholic Church and
the totalitarian state for which he
laid the groundwork will continue be-
cause the authoritarian hierarchy of
the Catholic Church is directly op-
posed to the totalitarian form of the
Nazi state. His deeds have already
accomplished some of his aims, his
wants should INSPIRE his success-
to action. It would seem that this
following statement would be timely
for some time to come:
"There is never so much reason to
hope in God, as when one sees that
there is nothing to hope from man.
Mr. Chase Presents
Argument Against War
(Continued from Page 2)
our economic and geographic advan-
tages. As much as it is possible for
any individual to be, the author is an
honest, sincere, and straightforward
thinker, and, as such, he has contribut-
ed an invaluable handbook on present
affairs, the very simplicity of his com-
mentary being a real virtue to those of
us that regard the initiated with
aspering awe.

The Unique and Unusual
"STONE ROOM"
of the
COLONIAL INN
has opened
Orchestra Every Saturday Night
8:00 Minimum Charge
Jamb Session Every Sunday
Afternoon
You Can't Beat the
Coachroom Bar - Sandwiches
Dinners and A La Carte
Post Road at East Lyme
Niantic 332

---
... working very often against se-
rious physical deformities. The strug-
gle between the Catholic Church and
the totalitarian state for which he
laid the groundwork will continue be-
cause the authoritarian hierarchy of
the Catholic Church is directly op-
posed to the totalitarian form of the
Nazi state. His deeds have already
accomplished some of his aims, his
wants should INSPIRE his success-
to action. It would seem that this
following statement would be timely
for some time to come:
"There is never so much reason to
hope in God, as when one sees that
there is nothing to hope from man.

The Perfect Combination
gets the call...

Chesterfields get the call from more and more
smokers every day because of their refresh-
ing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.

The perfect combination of Chesterfield's
mild ripe American and aromatic Turk-
ish tobaccos ... the can't-be-copied blend
... makes Chesterfield the cigarette that
gives millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure.

When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give more
smoking pleasure, why THEY SATISFY

---

Chesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied
...a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos

---

John Robert Powers, the head of the world's
best known model agency, when booking his
famous models for fashions, advertisers and
artists, says "The call is for beauty, poise, per-
sonal charm ... the perfect combination".

Chesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied
...a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos